
Currently, Nuno Marques' work combines Machine Learning in Artificial Neural 
Networks and its application to real world problems. Since 2009, he has been 
developing Text and Data Mining concepts to apply to Financial Data Streams. 
 
Nuno Marques is also involved in several research projects bringing together the 
university and private companies. Currently he is supervising of two PhD students 
and  one master thesis. 

Project GoBusiness Finance (coordinator): an international project focused on 
the research of non-normal behaviours in financial markets and the development 
of tools to handle with unexpected events. The project focus the application of 
traditional technical measures such as moving averages, the Hurst coefficient, or 
Fama multipliers as devices to quantify non-normal market behaviours. 
 
Project BestSupplier/Research (coordinator, QREN 18627/2011-02-11): aims 
to develop an internet platform for supplier ranking, by adding the advantages of 
collaborative electronic platforms and provides benchmarking services and 
business intelligence. 

GoBusiness finance: This approach is carefully tested with the latest methods 
from Artificial Intelligence and Stream Data-Mining when applied to financial 
markets, complementing Artificial Neural Network optimisation with a Financial 
Expert System through Neuro-Symbolic integration techniques. Validation 
methods include simulations based in real data from major financial indexes, with 
statistics extending from normal to heavy-tail events. 
 
BestSupplier KDBI Research: The platform supports the principles of quality 
management, allowing the involvement of various stakeholders, continuous 
improvement and development of mutually beneficial relationships between 
service providers and makers. 
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network. Tables 4.13 and 4.14 presents samples of the neurones content and respective
labeled neurone REs.
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Figure 4.2: Document map for the abstracts collection.
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Figure 4.2: Document map for the abstracts collection.

The Abstract collection produced a document map where documents were grouped
by similar topics into the same neurone. Table 4.13 illustrates some samples where sim-
ilar documents are grouped into the same neurone. In addition, the map also organised
some locations by neurones of the same research field. For instance, network infrastructure
documents occur only in one area of the map and form their own cluster. On the other
hand, some clusters were composed by neurones of different research fields. This oc-
curs because some research fields should in fact intersect, due to REs in common. An
example of this property had computer systems architecture, and distributed system and com-
pilers documents grouped by the RE "workstation clusters" into the same neurone. After
an analysis of these documents, we concluded that they were in fact correlated and that
"workstation clusters" was the best RE to define this neurone. However, in other cases
neurones were labeled by good REs but when their description was analysed, they were
poorly related; see example in the last row of table 4.13, where the name of one of the
documents is "Comparative Political Economy" and one of the ERs is "developing coun-
tries". So, the system can group documents incorrectly even if they have good REs in
common. To evaluate the neurones REs quality, a qualitative analysis was performed to
measure their precision and recall. The precision estimates the REs quality associated to
the neurones. In other words, if two of the n proposed REs for a neurone, are incorrect
REs, then Precision will be (n− 2)/n. The recall measures the ratio between the number
of proposed REs which deserves to be in the group of the n proposed REs, and n. For
example, if the approach proposed n REs to describe the neurone, but only two of them
belong to the best n REs to describe the neurone, then recall equals 2/n. Thus, for a ran-
dom sample composed by neurones with at least two documents, the results were 88%

for precision and 63% for recall. The precision suggests that the system organises docu-
ments correctly with good REs, however, the recall demonstrates that the selected REs to
describe neurones could be better.
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